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INTRODUCTION

(First receiued 13 February I9B4 and in.finol lorm 24 May l9g4l

Abst¡¡ct-Wç describe the results of a five-month study during which 222Rn (radon) concentration, air-
exchange (or ventilation) rate, and weather and radon source paràmeters were continuously monitoreá in a
house near Chícago, with a view to accounting for the radon entry rate. The results suggest túat the baæment
sump and perimeter drain-tile system played an important role in influencing the raãõn €ntry rare snd thar
pressure-driven ffow was more important than cliffusion as a mechanism for radon entry.

For the lìrst 15 weeks of the scudy period the mean indoor radon concenlration and air-eichange rate were
2-6pCil- t l96Bqm-r) and 0,22h-t, respectively; both parameters varied ovei a wide rañge. Radon
concentration measured at the sumpcovervaried bimodally between 0and l0pCi/-t 1O<OOSd;-.)anà
30{}-700 pCi I - | ( 10,000-30,000 Bq m - t ). These two modés corresponrted weù to periods of low and'high
indoor radon concentrationi average indoor concenrrarions for thise periods were 1.5 and ó.5 pcil- t (3-
and 2zl0 Bq m - r ), respectively. For data sorted into two groups according to radon activity at the .ump, iheindoor air-exchange raie. This result is á:counred foi by a
model i s balance, häs two components_one diffusive. the
other a umed to be þroportional ìo rhe air-exchange rate. In
ñtting t re now componeni dominated the diffusive càmpT"*ità.
periods oiboth high and low activity at rhe sump and (2) the magnitude ofthe diffusive componlnt agreed
well with the expected contributions ofradon emanating from conirete and soil and diffusing inro the häuse.
To account for the flow compolent. we hypothesize that pressure drives air carrying a high c-oncenrratron of
radon generated in the soil, etther through the bulk ofthe soil or along the ounidå of*the bãsemenr walls. then
into rhe basement through cracks and openings.

During the final six weeks.of'the study, measurements were made with the water level in rhe sump
maintained first below. then above,the entrance of tre pipe connected to thc perimcter.drain tilc system.
Average indoor radon con_centrations during these two periods were 10.ó and 3.5pCi /-r (Jgô;"¿
l30Bqm-rl respectively. The relatively highìatter value compared wirh the mean tbrìhe first ì5 weeks,
combined with the observation ofintervals ofhigh airborne alpha activiry at rhe sump during this penod,
suggest that the level of water in.the sump does noi, by itself. accàunt for the variation in alpha ãctivi,y 
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sump that we had previously observed.
Fireplace operation subslantially increased the air-exchange rate, but had only a small effect on indoor

radon concentration, providing corroborative evidence that pressure-driven flow ii an important mechanism
tbr radon entry into this house.

Ke¡'wordindex: air-exchange.buildingmaterials,fireplace.indoorairquality,intìltration.pollutionsources,
radon, residential buildings. soil.

Exposure in residences to the radioactive decay pro-
ducts of 222Rn (radon) may constitute a serious public
health problem. Extrapolating from studies of ura-
nium miners. who. alìer exposure to high concen-
trations of radon progeny in mines, were observed to
have a high incidence of lung cancer, Nero (1983)
h¡s estimared that among the U,S. popularion
l000-20,000 cases ol lung cancer per year may result
fiom exposure to radon progenv in residences. This
estimatg was based on an indoor radon concentrarion
in the range ol 0.5-1.0pCi l-' (18-37Bqm-r), ob=
served to be typical ol indoor values, and thought to

reflect a reasonable approximation of the average for
U.S. housing.

Concern over public exposure to higher-than-
average levels of radon progeny indoors has led to
corrective mqrsures being applied in port Hope,
Ontario (Eaton, 1982) and Grand Junction, Colorado
(U.S. Department of Energy, 19791, where contaml-
nated building materials and soils are thought ro be the
principal radon sources. Remedial action has also been
taken in Bancroti and Elliot Lake. Ontario. and
Uranium City, Saskatchewan. towns near uranium
mines where local soils are thought ro be high in
radium conrent (Eaton. 1982). Corrective measures
hale been recommended for houses built on phos-
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r The oc,cupational limit for exposure to radon decaY

products is four working tevel months ( \ilLMl per year,

where one WLM results from exPosure to decay products ln

equilibrium with a radon concentrat¡on of 100 PCi / -

(3700 m 3) for 173h. In residences. assumlng (11 that the

ohate lands in Polk and Hillsborough Counttes'

Fì;;,d", where local soils are high in radium content

,tfi.-C"n.t"f Services Administration' 19791'
'-s."*"r 

recent studies have shown that even in areas

"";;;;; 
n"ith u,"niut or phosPhate mining' and

"ãiiã"i"ti"ated 
bv radioactive industrial bypro-

iltsJnJ;;;iadon lévels are verv broadlvdistributed

iü.ri ri "ì., 
ìrs¿ oovtt et aI',1984:Nero et 4i".1983;

ü;il;r;., 1982; Rundo et al', 1979)' A small but

;lîiil", number olhouses in these studies' generally

.i";;ä t.; broadlv distributed across the united

il;r,;; tnJoo, i"don concentrations sufficientlv

high that oclu
an annual rate

ted uranium miners'r Th

radon in most of these hou'¡""."ri 
and adjacent to the building foundation'

ä;;;;ö;ental and theoretical studies suggest (as

;;ä;;i;;;., le83)that the pressuredriv^en entrv of

rJ";; 
-¡*.ing 

high concentrations of radon is

ootentially the largest indoor source

*our"., (diffusion of radon from

materials, and radon entering with

account for the high indoor concen

This postulate is supported by the Canadian remedial

il;;";tT.;,t, .onìiol mcasures that either sealed

;;;;;";i""t between the loundation and the soil' or

i."¡i"ù¿ the soit around the structure were often

successiìl (Eaton, 1982)'--tt.,runiport 
mechanisms by which soil gas enrcrs a

' building have not been

investigators have recentl

factors that dnve infiltrati

temPerature difference ('stac

ä;ìät;ii gas into a house (Nazaroff et al'' L98ra;

óir,,rn Atlon, 1983)' Because oi the high concen-

l"itn of ru¿on in the soil gas' hundreds to.thousands

of pCi / - t, only a small fraction of the ¡ntiltratlnS' a¡r

i.J¿ *rn. rtttough the soil to provide a large source of

."Jon 1N.ro and Nazaroff' 1984)' The pressure

.î.*¿'ùy tne stack effect and by wind is .small'
;;;"ì".. iypically less than 5 Pa for low-rise buildings'

and it is not clear whether this is sufììcient to drìve a

rate.

EXPERIMENTAL STTE

lrom the soil.

ratlo rhe actuÀl Potential alpha energy concentfatlon

(PAEC) ot docaY Products to the equilibrium PA EC is 0.5 and

4 WLMy- I would result

Bq
of

(2) that
from a

be made with some care'
Conclusions about health risk must

however: bec¡use oldifferences in breathing rates' physiologY

und airbornc P:rrticle ch¿rracterlstlcs. the lung dose to a mlner

exposed It the o,ccupational limrt diflers from the dose to a

building ()ccupùnt receiving the same exposuÍe. Furthermore'

oth!'r fcsplrxtÙfy
including cancer

:rtmosFhcf cs.

insults that may contribute to lung disease.

exposure is conttnuous.-

radon concentration ol l6pCi/- | (590 Bq m- i).

iliûèr between mine and residentral



Radon transport into a detachcd one-story house with a basement
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Fig. l. Floor plans of (a) main floor and (b) bascment of
the house. Air was sampled from the six poinrs labcled X¡,
each in proportion to the volume served. and blended to
determine indoor radon and sulfur hexaduoride 1SF.)
concentrations. At the b€ginning ofe¿ch ai¡+xchangc rate
meâsurement. SF. was inlected into the return-air duct ol'
the tirnace (point I) and thc furnac¡ lãn was used to
distribute the gas th¡oughout the hous€. Temperatures
were measured at the three pornts labcled 2,r as well as on
the weather tower and in the soil at rhe position of the soil

probe.

lloar I 2

ll@t I 2
(normal I
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Fig. 2. Diagram of thc sump. \ly'hen rhe level of
wa¡er which enters from the weeping tile. the floor
drain, or the laundry (not shown), rises above the
upper float, the pump is activated unril the ìvater
level drops below the lower floar position. With the
floats in their 'normal' position, 70 / of water is
drained pcr cycle. The positrons indicated by rhe
numbers l-3 correspond to the float locattons
during the three periods when the warer level in the
sump was contro.lled (see Table 5). The home-
ownef reporls thal the pump operales as
frequently as every l0 min for a few days in the
spring and for a day following a heavy rain
(indicating that the soil -may have a high perme-
ability), and not at all for several wceks or. longer

during the wrnrer.

INSTRUMENTATION

An automated instrumentation system was used to con-
tinuously monitor most of the parameters of interest, which
arc grven (together with the sampling frequency) in Table l.
An earlier version of this sytem was descriLæd in detail by
Nazaroff et al. (19831.

Thc air-exchange (or ventilation) rate was measured using
tracer gas decay, with sulfur hexafluoride (SF¡ ) as the r¡acer
g;as. The house was treated as a single chamber with the
average SF" concentration determined at s-min intervals by
mixing 6ltercd air drawn from six points (labeled X, in Fig. I ).
cach sanpled at a rate roughly proponional to the volume
s€Fyed. At 9Gmin intervals, SFn was injected into the return-
air duct of the furnace and the turnace fan turned on until the
targct conc€nhation of 5 ppm was reached. The SFu anilyzer
was recalibrated automarically by sampting bottled gas
containing 0 and 5 ppm of SF6 every ó h. Penods of furnace
op€râtion, which give in[ormation about the degree of mrxing
within the house, were detected by measuring the voltage
across thc thermos¡at switch. (Based on comparison of
Eeasurcments ofaverage radon concentratton indoo¡s and in
the bascment, mixing between floors appears to be rapid
through April, while the furnace was srill in use.)

Although it cannot be rigorously assessed in a straightfor-
ward manner, the uncertainty in the air-exchange rate
measurement can be estimated based on the experimental
data. The elTect of analyzer drifì, for examDie. accounts tbr ¡n
er¡o¡ ofless than 5'-i in the measured concentration. based on
examrnation oi the calibratlon data lrom the entire monltor-
ing perrod. The effect olimpertect mixrng is esrimared b¡r the
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Table l. Me¿sured parameters antl measurement intervals

r Measured every 3 min, average for J0 min recorded'

l National Wea¡her Service' O'Hare Airport'

soodness-of-fit of the decay data to an exponential-curve

iBot"ket and Lieberman' 1972): the typical 90"/" conhdencÊ

iimit deviates from the best estimate of the air-exchange rate

O'Hâ¡e Airport, about 20km north of the housç'

R,ESULTS AND ANALYSIS

F ifteen-week monitoring Period

Parameter

Measurement
Technique interval (min)

Air-exchange rate

Radon: indoor

sumpTbasement

soil

Wind speed

Temperatures:
indoor, basement.
outdoor. soil

Pressure across
basement walls

Barometric Pressure
Precipitation

SF6 Decay

Flow-through
scint. flask
Diffusion
scint. flask
Diffusion
scint. flask

Cup anemometer

Thermistor
Variable reluc-
tance pressufe
trans.

NWSt
N\ilSt

90

180

30

30

3l3oa

3130r
3110.

Hourly
Daily

(Tanne¡. I 9ó4ì. and consequently the radon concentratlon rn

itr. à.*,o. 
"ould 

be less than that in saturated soil pores' To

highlight these limitations' data lrom lhese monttors are

t'.äuÈnttv reported in rhis m¡nuscript as net count rate and

WeeklY av elers

measured bY ble 2

for the initial data

were collected for 95 l';, of this time' The weekly-

average
of five,
varied
variabil
is provided bY the failure o on to

vary in inverse ProPortion e: the

calõuhted radon entrY eeklY

periods. varied by nearly a làctor ol ten'

Radon concentration in outdoor air was measured

nine times during the study by analyzing grab samples

collected between l2l0 and 1500 h. roughly biweekly

The resulting ilverlge ol 03+0lpCi/-' (II

t Lf gqrn-'iis within the range ol 0'l-0 4 pCil - '
(+-tSSq*-r¡ lor continental irir as cited by Cesell

if Sg¡l un¿ it is only about 10",. olthe average indoor

concentfatlon.
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Table 2. Mei¡n values.l one S.D. for parameters measured during l5-weck monitoring period

Dates
( r e82)

Time
meas.
(%)

F
ÞÀ
o
=
Þ

!

o
Þ
èo
Þô
ô
¿L

o:'o
o
a
o
ÉI
{
t
Þ
a
Þ
o
5o
=

3.1
3.5
4.3

2.9
2.7
3.2

3.ó
2.8
2.2

1.9

t.3
1.1

0.6
t.l
0.ó

2.1

2.1

1.4
2.2

2.7
2.1

2.8

3;l
2.1
2.8

2.3
1.6

2.t

t.4
t.l
0.E

2.1

82
92
99

99
98
92

98
98
95

99
98
99

87
9'l
85

95

lndoor Bas€ment Radon
radon radon entry rate

(pCi /-')' lpCit-'¡. (OCiz-t¡-t¡

s.2t1.s
l.8tr.5
4.1 I 3.3

6.2+t.9
t.9t0.7
r.510.5

1.2 t 0.5
r.ó f 0.5
r.8 f 0.7

1.5 t 0.5
2.9t2.6
r.6 t 0.s

3.9+17
r.6+ l.t
2.7 +3.O

2.6t2.6

Str-p Soil
aclivityf âcf¡v¡¡y1
(min-t) (min-r)

Air-exchange Wind
rate speed
(h-') (ms-'¡

0.29 +0.t4
0.23 10.04
014 +0.t 7

0.23 +0.05
0.23f0.t3
0.29 +0.t 7

0.26t0.l2
0.21t0.05
0.t7+0.05

0.t ó t0.05
0.t010.(X
0.r 310.09

0.2r f 0.12
0.2010-19
0.22 t0.14
0 22 t0.l l

t.49t r.45
0.4t 10.40
l.ó0 t r.99

l.¿l4t l-00
0.18
0.37

0.28
0.31

14r199
lr t83

1291il4
t24tl2t

l0f :
97131

t0ó + 25

8ó119
t45+22
1t5120
¡36 j 14

95t10
t3ó+t9
I l9t r3
2l2tf4
2ó8 f 47

259 t52
229 +2t
227 tlÛ
l5l +76

Furnace
operatron

(9á on)

I t.3
12.2
r 5.7

8.ó
8.7
7.4

5.t
70
0.9

0.7
0.4
0

0
0
0

5.2

ÂTt
("c)

t'l 6
19.4
21 6

I 1.9

t2.4
12.6

t2.7
I 3.i
6.6

8.6
3.5
3.1

5;l
5.'l
2.5

10.ó

^P$(Pa)

I 7-23 Feb.
24 Feb. 2 March
3-9 March

l0-ló March
l7 -23 March
24-30 March

3l March-6 April
7-13 April

14-20 April
2l-27 Aprll
28 April-4 May
5-l I May

l2-18 May
19-25 May
26 May-l June

Entire period

1.710.9
1.4+o.7

l.2to.'t
1.5 + 0.9
2.1 to9
1.8 + 0.9
t.2t2.9
2.t to.1
5.7 t 5.3
2.3t1_3
4.6ts.7

0.31

o-21
0.28
0.r 7

0.79
0,23
0.71

0.ó0t0.97

+ 0.24

t0.17
10.r 5

+0.r3
t0 19

t0.t4
+ 0.48
+ 0.12

il.ls
to.22
1 1.3

'l pCi /-r : 37 Bq m-3.
1 Airborne alpha activity; 100 min - I - 22O ñi /'r of 222Rn.

fAverage of basement and first floor temperatures minus that outdoors.
$Outdoor pressure minus indoor pressure, measured 0.3m ¿bove ground, average fo¡ four walls.
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Figure 3, plotted for the two-week period that had
the highest average radon entry rate, shows that at least

some ol the variability in radon entry rate is related to
the sump: we see a strong correlation between the
¿irborne alpha activity at the sump and the indoor
radon concentration. Furthermore, we see that on
several occasions during this time the activity at the
sump changed rapidly between a low count rate and
roughly 200-300min-r, which corresponds to
4ø,u{,6opCi/ -r (16,000-24,0008q m-3¡ of 222Rn. A
possible explanation for this behavior, discussed in
detail later, is that the level of water in the sump and
drain-tile system determine whether or not a highly
permeable pathway exists between the basement and
the soil. Through this pathway soil gas, carrying a high
concentration ofradon, may enter the house, driven by
the stack effect, and perhaps by other factors, such as

wind.
Because the indoor radon concentration varied so

greatly in correspondence to the sump activity, datr
were sorted into two groups lor I'urther analysir
Before sorting, all data were averaged over 3-h perrod
that corresponded to intervals of indoor rador
measurement. Then, for data from the lìrst four week,
of monitoring (i.e. before the basemenr flooded), th1

sorting criterion was an alpha activity at the sump oi
20min-t, which corresponds to about $pCi/-l
(l630Bq m-t); 567, of the 190 measuremenrs ex.

ceeded this value. For the last I I weeks, the basemenr
radon concentration was used to sort the data and a

concentration of 3.3 pCi / - t (1 20 Bq m - 3 
) was used as

the criterion; only lli( ol the 591 measurements
during that period exceeded this value. A summary ol
the sorted results appears in Table 3.

Examination of the frequency distributions of these
two parameters suggests that the sorting criteria are
comparable. In each case the distribution is bimodal
with a low number of measu¡ements in the vicinity of

W. lil. Nrzrno¡¡ et al.
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Fig. 3. Plot of most of the parameters measured vs time for a 2-week period. In the
temperature plot, the solid, dashed and dotted lines represent the outdoor, fìrst floor, and
basement temperatures. respectively. The peak in the air-exchange rate plot results lìom the
operation of the iireplace. Note the strong correlation between the airborne alpha activity at
the sump ('sump activity') and indoor rûdon concentration. The vertical lines correspond to

midnight.
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Radon transport into a detached one-story housc with a basemen¡

Table3, Summaryofdatasortedaccordingtoairbornealphaactivityattliesump,g.ivingmeanvalues f one
S.D,

Low High
(17 Feb--14 March) (15 March-3l May) (17 Feb.-14 March) (15 March-3l May¡

J7

Indoor radon (OCi Z-'¡'
Basement radon (pCi /- t)'
Air-exchange (h- t)
Radon entry (pCi l- t h- t 

)+
Soil activity (min-t)l
Sump activity (min - t)t
Wind speed (ms-r)
ar("c)

^P 
(Pa)

Time measured (h)t

1.5 + 0.8

0.25 t 0.10
0.31 t0.21

89f43
4+3

1.8 t l.l
19.4+ 4.5

3.6 t 0.7
252

1.5t0.6
1.8 t 0.ó

0.20t0.t2
0.27 + 0.18
170 + ó5

2.2 tt.4
8.4 t ó.4
2.t tt.2

I 578

6.5+2.9

0.29 + 0.14
2.Ott.6
64+41

203 t70
2.3 t 1.3

18.3 t ó.0
3.5 + 0.8

318

ó.4 t 3.8
8.ó t 5.5

0.t9+ 0.13
1.3 + 1,5

223 + 63

1.3 + 1.0
4.5 f 5.5
1.0 t 0.7

195

]lpCi/- t:378qm-3.
iAirbornealphaactivity; l00min-r -220pCi/- I of 222Rn.

tNo. oi measu¡ement intervals for each parameter = time me¿sured (h)/3.
During the period l7 February- 14 March 1982 the criterion was an activily at the sump of 20 min - r, or about

M pCi l- | (ló30 Bq m - 3). During the second period, l5-31 March 1982. basement radon concentrâtion was
monitored. rather than activity at the sump; here the sorting criterion was 3.3pCi l-L (120 Bqm-r¡. The
agreement in mean indoor radon concentration for the sorted data from thcse two p€riods suggests that thes€ are
comparable criteria.

the selected criterion, which was chosen to lie between
the two modes. Furthermore, despite the use of
different sorting criteria, the average indoor radon
concentrations lor the first four weeks and the last
llweeks are comparable lor periods associated both
with low and high alpha activity at the sump, We
therefore consider the data liom all I 5 weeks together.
Overall. the alpha activity at the sump was observed or
presumed to be high 22" o oI the tirne, and the
corresponding average radon concentration of
ó.5pCi/-t (240Bqm-3¡is more than four times as

great as that when the activity at the sump was low.
Although the activity at the sump was high more

than half of the time for the four weeks before the
basement flooded, it was not high at any time during
the subsequent four weeks. This sudden change may b€
related to the flooding: for example, cracks in the
basement walls and floor may have become saturated.
increasing the resistance of the substructure to
pressure-driven flow of the soil gas.

The distributions of 3-h average measurements of
indoor radon concentration and air-exchange rate,
shown in Fig. 4, are roughly log-normal. There is only
a small overlap in the distributions of radon concen-
tration for periods ofhigh and low alpha activity at the
sump, in contrast to the air-exchange rate dist¡ibutions
for the sorted data, which are roughly comparable. It is
noteworthy that the radon concentrations tor both low
and high activity at the sump are broadly distributed.
Measurement uncertainty can account lor only small
and negligible portions of the geometric standard
deviations (GSD) tbr the low and high distributions,
respectively.

To test the hypothesis that the variability in radon
concentration within periods of high and low activity
at the sump is due to changes in the air-exchange rate, a

scatter plot of radon concentration vs air-exchange
rate was produced 1Fig. 5). For low activity there

appears to be a small dependence of radon concen-
tration on air-exchange rate, but for high activity no
dependence is apparent. As discussed below, this is in
strong contrast to a situation where the entry rate is

approximately constant and where. theretbre, the
radon concentration is inverselv proportional to the
air-exchange rate (as shown by the straight dashed
lines in the figure).

The etlects of indoor-outdoor temperature dif-
ference, wind speed and barometnc pressure change on
radon entry andindoor concentration were considered
by grouping 3-h average data that had been sorted
according to sump activity into eight bins, depending
on whether each of the three weather parameters was
higher or lower than the median value (see Table 4.)

For periods of high sump activity, there are too lew
data and too much scatter to draw statistically sound
conclusions about the effect of these parameters on
radon concentration or entry rate. For low sump
activity, however, indoor radon concentration is sig-
nificantly lower (at the 99i'. confidence level) when
both wind speed and temp€rature diflerence are high.
but not when either factor is high independently. The
radon entry rate is gcnerally highcr for higher tempcra-
ture differences; the effect of wind speed, however,
depends upon the temperature difference: higher entry
rates are associated with high wind speeds when the
temperature difference is small and with low wind
speeds when the temperature dilference is large.
Barometric pressure has no significant effect on radon
concentratlon or entry rate,

Radon activity in the soil adjacent to the house
varies substantially with changes in indoor-outdoor
temperature difference and wind speed, both tor high
and low alpha activity at the sump. Increased wind
speed is associated with significantly decreased soil
activity when the temperature difì'erence is small. and
increased temperature dillèrence is generallv as-
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Fig. 4. Log-probability plots of (a) indoor radon
concentration and (b) air-exchange rate tbr 3-h

average meâsurements during the lS'wcek moni-
toring pcriod. Thc geomctric means and standard
deviaiiòns fo¡ ¡adoñ are 5.5 pCi /- t (204 Bq m - 3)

and 1.75 for high alpha activity at the sump and

1.4 pOi / - | (52 Bq m - r) and L55 for low activity.
For air-exchangc rate the corresponding numbers
are 0.21 h-r and 1.85 for high activity and

0.lE h- t and 1.70 for low activitY'

sociated with significantly decreased soil activity tn-

dependent ofother factors. These results are consistent

with a model of radon entry via pressure-driven flow,

discussed in the following section. Within the frame-

work of this model, however, it is puzzling that changes

in soil activity are not associated with barometric
pfessure changes.

Efects ol water leael in the sumP

Having observed the correspondence between air-

borne alpha activity at the sump and indoor radon

concentration, we subsequently made measurements

in three consecutive 2-week periods, during which the

water level in the sump was controlled' During two
periods, the sump floats were adjusted so that the water

Alr{¡ch.nga r.l. (hr- r)

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of radon concentration vs air-
exchange rate averaged over 3.h periods. Each point gives

the geometric means of 19-21 pairs of measurements that
have been sorted and grouped according to the air-
exchangc rate. The error bars represent one geometric
standard deviation of the mean: lbr clarity only some are
given. Tlre dashed lines represent the expetted relation-
ship ifthe radon entry rate is independent ofair-exchange
rate. The solid lines reûect a model in which radon entry is

presumed to have two components---one (diffusiveì being
constant, the other (flow) being proportional to the air'

exchange rate.

level never rose above the drain-tile entrance (position

1,2 in Fig. 2). In the frrst period. the basement was in its

ordinary condition, and in the second a blower ex-

hausted air from the workshop area o[the basement to

outside. During the third two-week period, the blower

was turned off and the sump floats were adjusted so

that the water level was maintained at least 10cm

above the drain-tile entrance (position 3 in Fig.2).

Average measurement results for these three periods

are given in Table 5; Figs 6 and 7 display detailed

results vs time for the first and third periods' The

results from the first two periods correspond to what

one might predict based on ttp results of the lS-week

monitoring period. The indoor radon concentration
and alpha activity at the sump are high throughout
these periods, compared with average concentrations
for the I S-week period. and the raCon entry rate is very

high as well. With the exhaust blower operating, the

average indoor concentration is lowered to a grcater

degree than predicted by the increase in air-exchange

rate, consistent with the expectation that radon is
entering the house in the basement and therefore a

higher than average concentration of radon is being

exhausted from the house.

The results firom the third period are puzzling.

Although we expected that occluding the drain-tile
entrance to the sump would lead to an indoor radon

concentration of I -2 pCi / -' (4G-70 Bq m - I ). we

Ê
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Table 4 Arithmetic mean arld rangc olstandard errors for measurements sorted according ro wearher paramerers

LT --
WS-
dB

dr-

L
L

L

L
L

H

L
H

L

L
H

H

H
H

H

H
L

L

H
H

L

H
L

H

SE
Range

Low alpha activlty at sump

Indoor radon
Rn entry rate
Soil activityt
Ventilation rate
Press. across walls
Temperature dilf,
Wind speed
Bar press. change

High alpha activity at sump

[ndoor radon
Rn entry rate
Soil activityt
Ventilation rate
Press. across walls
Temperature diff.
Wind speed
Bar. press. change

(PCi 1- t 
¡+

(pCi l- t ¡- t¡r
(min - t¡
(h*')
(Pa)
('c)
(m s- t)
(Pah-')

ÞCí /- r¡'
(pCi l-t¡-t¡*
(min -t¡
(h- t)
(Pa)
('c)
(m.-t)
(Pah-t)

1.6

0.21

216
0.15
0.9
3.4
t.2

-21

8.¡
2.0
?36
0.25
0.8
3.8

0.8

-ló

1.5

0.21
220
0. ló
l.t
ó.1

0.9
26

6.5
t.2
243
0.1 7

0.9
6.1

1.0
28

l.ó
0.23
170
0.¡9
1.8

2.5
1.4

-56

6.6
l4
t52
0.19
18
3.8

3.0

-69

l.ó
0.29
t76
0.20
2.0
5.5
l.l
53

1.5

0.31
t28
0.22
2.'l

16,5

l.l
-29

ó.8
2.4

iJ
0.29
3.2

19.4

Ll
-37

1.5

0.35
r38
0.23
2.8

t6.4
1.0

32

7.t
2.0
70

0,28
1.7

22.7
0.9
4C

1.3

0.33
114
0.28
1.5

t 4.5
3.1

-51

5.1

t6

0.31

3.9

20.2
2.9

-82

t2
0.27
124
0.2s
J.7

l ó.8

J.J
60

8.ó
2.6
64

0.29
39

20.5
2.7
85

ó-8
6-10
3-l
+10
l-,6
2-20
3 ll
8-r5

6-t2
6-33
l-25
3-l 8

5-17
5-39
718

l6-31

9.6
2.6
t05
0.28
3.0
9.4
3.8

82

'lpCil- r=J7Bqm-r.
f Airborne alpha activity; 100 min - | - 220 pCi I - I of 222Rn.

The eight bins are obtained by determining whether the temperature difference iÂT), wind speed (WS), ¿nd the rare of
barometric pressure change {d8/drlare higher (H) or lower (L) than the median value. For low alpha activitv ar the sump rhe
medianswereÂf:10.0',WS:2.0ms-r,anddBidt--0PahtForhighactivityrhemedianswereÂf :ll.6C.WS
: 2.0 ms-r. and d8rdl : I Pah-t

Tuble 5 Summary of results during three periods when the water level in the sump was controlled (mean +one S.D,)

Dates
( 1982)

Time Indoor Radon Sump Soil
meas. radon entry rare activityf activityf
(:.) (pci /-t)r(pcil-rh-r)r (min-t¡ (min-t¡

Air-exchange Wind
rate speed LT
(h-') (ms ') ('C)

AP
( Pa) Note

13-22 June 100
24 June-ó July 98

8-20 July 94

1.3

t2
1.3

1.0

0.9
0.7

10.6 + 4.2
2.7 + 1.3

3.5 + r.3

l:94 + 0.80
1.32 + 0 49
1.49 + 0.66

223 È 48
215 + 34
8ó+ó8

93+18
170 + 3l
202 + 70

o.22t0,r4
0.54 t 0.19
0.4ó + 0.21

40
22
ll

I
2

3

' I pCi 1- | : 37 Bq m - r

T Airborne alpha activity; 100 min-t - 22OpCi /- I of 222Rn.

No¡es
(1) Sump-tile entrance always open, exhaust blower off.
(2) Sump-tile entrance always open, exhaust blower on.
(3) Sump-tile entrancc occluded, exhaust blower oll

measured an average concentration of 3.5pCil-t
(l30Bqm-r), substantially greater than even the
2.6pCi / -t (96Bqm-3)overallaverage lorthelìrst l5
weeks of the study (but less than the average for
periods of high alpha activity at the sump).
Furthermore. the activity at the sump was highly
variable and seldom as low as the level observed
previously during periods of low activity. It appears
then that radon entry into the sump does not occur
cntirely through the drain-tile entrance. but also
perhaps through cracks or through àn undetected
openrng. The lìuctuations in activity at the sump that
were observed during the lìrst l-5 weeks thus may not
h¿r'e been caused. as we h¿d fìrst suspected. by changes
in the level ol water in the sump.

In fact. we c¿rnnot explain how the water level in the
sump could change in a way that would account for the
pattern of activity fluctuations we obsened at the
sump during the first l5 weeks. For example. it does
not appear that pump operation can be triggered by
water entering from the drain-tile system in such a way
that the entrance remains open tbr more than a few
minutes. Instead, on two isolated occasions. we ob-
served that when the pump was triggered. either by
rising water or manually, a rapid flow olwater into the
sump fbllowed its emptying such that the drain-rile
enlrance \ryas once asain occluded. (One successive
manual triggering did. however, leave the sump
drained.) Thus the drain tile ¿ìnd surroundine gravel
ilppear to constitute a ,¡r'ater reservoir with sullìcienr
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capacrry to partially refill the sump atier pump oper-
ailon concludes.

Two mechanisms (evaporation and washing ma-
chine operation) that could cause long periods with the
water level below the drain-ttle entrance are unlikely to
have produced the observed pattern. Evaporation is a
slow process and would not be expected to lead to the
rapid fluctuations in activity that we observed. And
although operation of the washing machine, which
drained into the sump, could qluse a rapid change in
sump water level (a complete cycle triggers pump
operation three times), the onsets of penods of high
activity occur at broadly distributed times, including
several instances in the middle o[ the night. This
evidence suggests to us that the amount of water ln the
drain tile and gravel, rather than its level in the sump,
may be the determining factor in whether the airborne
alpha activity at the sump is high or low.

Striking patterns appear in the data presented ìn
Fig. 7 and they merit mention even though we cannot
lully explain their cause. In the plot o[ pressure
differences across the basement walls, there is a
sequence ofrather sharp spikes which have the appear-
ance of sudden depressurizations of the house tbr brief
periods. These spikes occur on eight ofthe ten days in
this plot for which there is pressure data, usually
between late atìernoon and late evening, and on several
occasions double spikes are present. The same pattern,
although less pronounced. can be seen in the air-
exchange rate and sump activity plots. These results
could be accounted tbr by the intermitrent operation
of a large exhaust fan used. fbr example. to cool the
house. However the house is equipped only with small
exhaust tans,above the range and in the bathroom. For
three reasons it seems unlikely that these could account
lor the observed patterns in the data: (l) such spikes
were not observed until a few days prior to this final
monitoring period; 12) the exhaust blower used during
the experiments in which the sump water level was
controlled did not increase the pressure difference lsee
Tabel 5) and (3) as evidenced by the relatively high
average air-exchange rate during this period, windows
and doors may have been open olìen, thereby reducing
the pressure drop that a blower could generate.

The indoor radon concentration also shows a diur-
nal variation during this period with the maximum
concentration, which occurs shortly after sunrise,
being on average ó59[ greater than the minimum,
which occurs close to sunset. This variation results. in
p¡rt. from a difference in the air-exchange rate: the
average rate in the late afternoon is about 30 9i greater
than that in the morning. The remainder, though, must
be ascribed to a diilerence in the radon entry rate.
However. a potential explanation lbr the c¿use of this
diflerence is complicared by the lact rhat both wind
speed and temperature dillerence exhibit diurnal pat-
terns that tend to ollset one another as driving
mechanrsms.

Perhaps more puzzlins is the pattern in the soil
:rctivity plot: on several occasions the count rate

4l

precipitously drops to 2i3 ot'irs previous value, rhen,
alier a perrod of 30 mrn to a t'ew hours. resumes its old
vaiue. These dips have a diurnal pattern: wlth one
exc€ption they occur between noon and midnight. Any
explanation lor these dips must allow (l) that only a
portion of the response of the probe is due to radon,
the rest being due to the short-lived daughters which
are likely to be deposited on the cell walls and, thus,
diminish in activity with a characteristic time of 30 min
and (2) that the time constant of the probe in open air
is about I h. Thus. reversals of direction of air flow in
the soil, an attractive hypothesis because lt could
account tbr both the drop in soil probe activity and the
increase in sump activity a short time later, would not
be likely to produce dips as sharply defrned as those
observed. An instrumentation failure is also unlikely,
although it cannot be ruled out.

DISCUSSION

The dependence of radon concentration on air-exchange
rale

The air-exchange rate ofa residence can be thought
of as having several components: infiltration refers to
the uncontrolled leakage of air through cracks and
holes in the building shell driven by pressure dif-
ferentrals that arise from ternperature differences and
wind: natural ventilation refers to the air flow through
open doors and windows; and mechanical ventilation
results. for example, lrom rhe operation ofan exhaust
fan. In the two models of the dependence of radon
concentration on air-exchange rate presented here. we
assume that infiltration is the predominant component
as is typical for U.S. houses during the heating season.

In the first model the radon entry rate is assumed to
be constant. so that the radon concentration is given by

I: ol).", (l)

where / is the radon concentrarion ( pCi I - I ), o is the
radon entryrate per unit house volume ( pCi/- t h-r),
and ,i." is the air-exchange rate (h-t). This model
applies, for example. where radon enters the house
primarily via molecular dilfusion. or via tap water.

In the second model the radon entry rate has two
components, a constant 'diffusive' component (oo),
and a 'flow'component (o¡), which is assumed to be
proportional to the air-exchange rate. The resulting
radon concentration is given by

I : ool À" i k,, (2)

where Àr: o¡iÀ".

The lìow component represents the entry o[ soil gas

carrying a high concentration ol radon into the house.
The two-component entry model has implicir sim-

plifications. The term, kr, is the product of two tactors:
the concentration of radon in the inliltrating soil gas
and the fraction of infiltrating air that enters liom the
soil. For this term to be independent of the infìltrarion
rate. either both oi these l'actors must be in<lependent

Radon transpon into a detached one-story house with a basement
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of the infìltration rate. or they must vary in inverse
proportion, conditions that will not be satrsted in
general. For example. the radon concentration in the
infiltrating soil gas may be subject to depletion if the
infiltration rate is high. In addition, the fraction ol
infiltrating air entering the house through the soil
depends on the wind speed relative to the temperature
difference: lor a given inûltration rate a high
indoor--outdoor temperature difference leads to a
greater average pressure difference across the soil than
does a high wind speed. In spite ol the simplifications
in the model, however, it may adequately describe the
average behavior ofradon concentration as a function
of infiltration rate.

In each of these models we have ignored the
contribution of infiltrating outside air to the radon
entry rate. This component would enter into ( 1) and (2)

as a constant additive term equal to the outdoor
concentration, which, in this case, averaged only 109'l
of the mean indoor concentration. We have also
ignored the decay ofradon as a removal process since

its time constant (0.0076 h - t 
) is only 3 

o,i olthe average

air-exchange rate.

These models further assume that the house behaves

as a single well-mixed chamber, i.e. that the average

radon concentration in the air leaving the house is

equivalent to the average indoor concentration. An
indicatron ol the degree of mixing is obtained by
comparing the average indoor and basement radon
uoncentration in Table 2. From l7 March to 4 May,
while the tbrced-ai¡ lurnace was still in use. there is
good agreement between the basement and indoor
radon concentration, indicating good mixing. During
the last several weeks ol the monitqring.period. the
basement concentration is seen to be somewhat higher
than the average indoor concentration, consistent with
our expectation that radon enters predominantly into
the basement and that, with the lurnace fan off. the
mixing olair between the first floor and the basement is
poorer.

These two models have been applied separately to
the data for high and low airborne alpha activity at the
sump and the resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 5. For
low activity a least-squares fit to the three-hour data
was used to determine the best estimate + one stan-
dard error of ø, and k, to be 0.056 + 0.005 pCi /- | h- |

(2.1 +O.2Bq *-' h-') and 1.15 +0.04 pCi/- t (43

+ I Bq m - 3), respectively. For the high activity data oo

was assumed to be the same as lor the low activity data;
k, was computed to be 6.0 + 0.3 pCi l- L (220
+ l0 Bq m - t). With the exception of a few points at
high air-exchange rate lor low activity, the second
model is seen to frt the data much better than the
first.

The diffusive and flow components ol the radon
entry rate model ibr this house are tàirly stable with
respect to changes in rhe data set. For example. to
consider the elïect of a bias that mav result fiom
applying a steaciv-state model to tr¡nsient ciata. the low
sumD rctivi(v data rvere sortcd in¡o lwo groups

according to whether the previous radon measure-
ment had been higher or lower than the currcnt one.

The least-squares fìt to these two groups yielded

values ol' o d of 0.056 + 0.009 and 0.051

t0.006 pcil-' h- ' (2.1+0.3 and 1.9

10.2 Bq m- 3 h- r) and values of È,. of 1.0 * 0.07 and
1.3 + 0.0ó pCi l- r (37 !3 and 48 + 2 Bq m - r. The
entire data set for low sump activity was also analyzed
with data for the month of May excluded, to eliminate
the period when mixing between the floors was

poorest. Here the two components were 0.06ó

+0.012 pCil-t h-t (2.4+0.48q--th-') and 1.2

+0.07 pCi l- | (43* 3 Bqm-r).
Despite this evidence that the radon entry rate

increases with the inlìltration rate. these results do not
imply that mechanical ventilation is ineffective in
reducing indoor radon concentrations. On the con-
trary, an earlier study by Nazarotl et ul. (l98lb)
showed that a balanced mechanical ventilation system
(i.e. one with equal intake and exhaust flows) was as

effective as predicted by the lìrst model in lowering
indoor radon levels. However, an unbalanced venti-
lation system. such as an exhaust fan. may depressurrze
the house and therelore not produce desired results in
controlling indoor radon levels.

Ratlon entr¡,: the difusiue componeñt

The fìt to the diffusive component agrees well wirh
our estimate of the contribution to radon entrv of
'diffusion liom concrete and tiom soil through the
concrete. To estimate the concrete contribution. we
assumed that the basement floors antr w¿lls were 15 cm
thick. with a density ol 2000,kgm--r and that radon
emanated lrom the concrete at a rate ol
0.ó6pCikg-t h-' (0.ó8 x 10-s Bq kg-t s-')fmeanof
l2 samples of concrete tiom Chicago, (Ingersoll.
1983)]. half of which entered the house. resulting in
0.04pCi/-th- I 1l.5Bqm-rh-t). To esrimare the
soil contribution. we assumed the average concen-
tration of radon in the soil gas adjacent to the
basement walls was 1000pCil-r (37,0008qm-t),
and that the l5cm slab had a porosity of 0.068 and a
radon diffusion length of l2.6cm (Zapalac. 1983).

resulting in 0.02pCi1.-'h-t (0.7Bqm-rh-r).
Molecular diffusion into tñe sump through even an
unoccluded drain tile entrance is negligible by com-
parison. Thus the total diffusive component is es-

timated to be 0.0ópCi/-th-t Q.}Bqr¡-rh-t), in
excellent agreement with our fit to the data.

Water flowing into the sump through the drain-tile
system mav contribute a small amount to the diffusive
component of the radon entry rate. We estimate the
average contribution to be ¡n order of magnitude
less than the maximum of 0 l0 pCi 1- I h - I

(3.7 Bq m- I h - t ). This maximum rate \\,as determined
¿ssumins that all ol the precipitation 123.4 cm) thùt lèll
on or within 0.5m ol the house dunne the l5-week
monitoring period flowed into the sump. The water is

ussumed to carry the equilibrium concentr:rtion of
rrrdon. .ll00pCi 1-' (1.5 x lll5 Bqm-r), u'hich rvas



Jetermined based on the measured r'6Ra content ot'
l.9pCi g-' tT0Bqkg-'), and assuming (l) that all of-
the radon produced in the soil enters the water and (l)
that soil porosity and bulk densitl, were 0.55 and
1.2 g cm - r, respectively. Furthermore, all of the radon
entering the sump with wate¡ is assumed to be released
to the indoor air. This esrimate clearly exaggerates the
expected contribution in several respects: the flow of
water into the sump, the concentration of radon in the
water, and the transler ofradon from the water into the
a1r.

Tap water also contributes to the diffusive com-
ponent. Although the conc€ntration of radon in tap
water was not measured in this study, there are two
compelling reasons to believe its contribution to the
total entry rate to be small. First, the time pattern of
indoor radon concentration does not show intermit-
tent spikes corresponding to periods of heavy water
use that are characteristic of houses which have tap
water with high radon concentrations. Second, a recent
study by Prichard and Gesell (1983) found relatively
low concentrations of radon .in the distribution sys-
rems of 174 municipal warer supplies in the central
United States. The expected contribution ro the radon
entry rate lrom the geometric mean concentrarion in
thar study. Il5pCi/-t g250Bqm-r) is roughly
0.01 pCi /-th-t (0.4 Bqm-rh-r).
Radon enffy: the flow component

The flow component. as determined above, cannot be
as directly attributed, to avaiiable transport,mechanisms
as the diffusive component. For illustrative purposes.
we consider the data with high alpha activiry at the
sump durine the first tbur weeks of monitoring. Table
3 shows that the average pressure measured across the
basement walls was 3.5 Pa. During these times the
radon entry rare was 2.0pci/- r ¡- r Q4Bqm-: ¡- t¡.

which is 1.7 pci / - t n - t 163 Bq m - 3 ¡ - t¡ grearer than
the average entry rate for periods of low activity; we
assume that this additional radon must enter with soil
gas through relatively large openings in the basement
ffoor or walls. If the average acrivity ar the sump of
203 min- r, corresponding to a radon concentration of
:t50pCi /-t 06jæBqm-t), reflecrs the average con-
centration ofradon in the entering soil gas. then its flow
rate into the house must be about 30 lmin- L.

We can suggest two probable pathways for this ffow.
First, the pressure difì'erence may drive a small flow of
air through the bulk of the soil adjacent to the house.
The second possibility is that the air flow is con-
centrated in small gaps that may exist between the
basement walls and the soil, or in small cracks in the
bulk of the soil, and thar radon diffusing through the
soil toward these gaps or cracks is swept along with the
flow.

In assessing the first possibility we use Darcy's law
lor fluid flow per unit cross-sectional area through a
porous medium

kv: --vPll

4)

where it is the permeability. ¡r is the viscositv (lg
x l0-ñ ntsecm 2 tor air at l0'C), and vp is rhe

pressure gradient. The timited number ol measure-
ments of surlàce soils yleld permeabilities in rhe range
(0.007-3) x l0- r 0 m2 (Buckingham, l9M; Corey,
1957; Evans and Kirkham, 1949), with the permeability
of a given soil depending highly on rhe degree of
compaction. Even though these data show a broad
range, we expect still lower values lbr packed clay and
higher values for gravel.

To model the flow through bulk soil we assume that
the entire pressure difference is applied between the
soil surface and the gravel that is presumed to sur-
round the drain tile. Using an electric¿l analog with
bipolar coordinates (Morse and Feshbach, 1953), we
determine the flow into a pipe buried at depth d in an
open field to be

a: 2n Ap Lk
(4)
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where Âp is the total pressure drop across the soil, and
a and L are the radius and length, respectively, ofthe
drain pipe-gravel combination. Because of the pre-
sence of the basement wall, the true flow rate should lie
in the range 0.5-1.0 Q. Estimating the values of a. L
and ¿/ to be 0.15 m,42 m (the perimeter of the housel.
and 2.0m {the approximare depth of the basemenr
floor below the soil surface), and assuming rhe soil
permeability to be l0- r0 m:. a value ar the high end of
the range reported, the lìow rate is then calculated to be
in the range 45-95/min-t, more than sulücien¡ to
account lor the calculated entry rate ofradon into this
house. Although soil permeabiliry may be much lower
than the value assumed here. the concentration of
radon in the soil gas may be several times greater than
450pCi /-I 06,7W Bqm-t), as discussed below.

The second possibility, that ofair flow through gaps
and c¡acks. is more difficult ro assess quantitatively. In
this case, provided the lìow rate exceeds a minimum
value, the rate of radon entry is limited by the diflusion
ol radon through the soil to rhe gap. We estimate the
size ol the gap by calculating the thickness ola channel.
whose width equals the house perimeter and whose
length equals the depth ol the basement floor below
grade, through which 30 I min- | would flow driven by
3.5 Pa. Using standard engineering lormulae lor flow
through a channel, we determined the necessary thick-
ness of the gap to be roughly 1 mm.

To determine how much soil must be contributing
its radon to account lor the observed indoor concen-
trations. we measured the radium concentration and
radon emanation rate of soil samples taken adjacent ro
the house and in the yard. The results frorn these
samples agreed with each other within a tèw per cent
and showed a 22óRa concenrration oi 1,88 pCi g- t

1ó9.6 Bq kg-'1 ol which .11 '; produced radon thar
escaped lrom the soil grains. lThe r2ERaconccntrat¡on

was 0.7 pCi g- t. or !5 Bq k-r¡-'.) A radon entry rate of
1.0pCi / 'h-' (74Bqm rh-t) could rheretbre be
accounted tbr by 1.ó x l08g of soil; based on our

p

(r)
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measurement of the density of this soil in the labora-
tory to be 1.2 g cm - r, this mass corresponds to a shell
of soil approxrmately 80 cm thick around the base-
ment walls and floor. Since the diffusion length of
radon in soil has been found to lie in the range
60-150 cm (Tanner, l9Ø:Colle et al., l98l), the second
flow possibility is not excluded by this result. Neither is
the first, for if we assume that the required 30 / min - t

of ffow passes uniformly and entirely through the
80 cm shell, we find a velocity ol 5 cm h- 1, five times
greater than the diffusion velocity for a diffusion
length of 100 cm; thus pressure driven flow downward
could dominate diffusion upward as a means of
removing radon from the soil.

The maximum concentration of radon in the soil gas

is obtained by assuming that radioactive decay is the
only removal process. Given a soil density p, emanat-
ing radium concentration e, and soil porosity e, this
concentration is (Nero and Nazaroff, 1984)

c- =p:' (5)

A bulk soil density of t.Z gtcm-t corresponds to a
porosity for dry soil having no organic matrer of 0.55
(Rawls. 1983), yielding C n of 1700 pCi /- '
(ó3,000 Bq m - ') for the soil samples collecred at this
house, several times'greater than the average concen-
tration at the sump for high activiry periods.

The efect ofJireplace opetation

There is another significant clue in the data support-
ing the hypothesis that radon entry into this house is
predominantly driven by pressure differences across
the basement walls. On five occ¿sions during the
monitoring period, the homeowner operated'his fire-
place. It has been previously observed that fireplace
operation can, bec¿use ofthe large rate ofair flow out
of the chimney, depressurize a house and signifi-

cåntly increase the air-exchange rate lModera and
Sonderegger, 1980). Such behavior was observed in
thi: study as well: the highest values of air-exchange
rate during the l5-week monrtoring period occurred
during periods of fireplace operation.

In Fig.8 are plotted air-exchange rates and radon
conc€ntrations for the five instances o[fireplace oper-
ation. In each c¿se three values ofthese parameters are
plotted. The first and last are the average values lor the
twelve hours immediately preceding and lollowing
fireplace operation. respectiv€ly, and the middle value
is the average during fireplace operation. The effect of
the fireplace on air-exchange rate is consistent and
clear, but the effect on radon concentration is irregular
at best. In cases 3-5, the radon concentration is
relatively low; lor 3 and 4 the ñreplace operation
c¡luses a much smaller decrease in concentration than
might be expected based on the increase in air-
exchange rate, and in case 5 there is no discernible
effect. These cases thereflore suggest that depressuriz-
ation causes an increase in the radon entry rate. In the
first two cases, the radon concentration is substantially
higher and the concentratron changes are irregular. In
fact. during the times for which these data were plotted
there were step changes in airborne alpha activity at the
sump. ln case l. the activity was high until a lew hours
after lireplace operation ended. then became low: in
c¿se 2, it was low until a few hours atter fìreplace
operation began, then became high. In these rwo cases,

as,in the.rest of the study, the activity at the sump is an
indicator o[ a tactor that has a greater inffuence than
the air-exchange Íate on the incioor radon
concentratron.

CONCTUSIONS

In this study we found (1) that the airtrorne alpha
activity at the sump varied significantly, in a bimodal

W. W. Nrz¡rorr et ol.
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